Report on NUSSL Cost and Benefits
In line with Warwick Students’ Union Motion 054 – Increasing The Accountability Of Warwick
Students’ Union To Its Members, the following sets out the costs and benefits of affiliation to
NUS Services Ltd (contingent on affiliation to NUS) for 2014/15 (source: NUS Services Benefits
Statement 1/7/2014 to 30/6/2015):

The notes below (on page 3) explain each of the lines included.
In addition to these items, other membership benefits include:
Access to ethical and environmental advice and best practice schemes such as Green Impact
which helps us deliver both reductions in carbon footprint and reductions in environmental
costs. Green Impact enables WSU to visibly demonstrate through an accredited scheme, its
environmental commitments as well as supporting collaborative working.
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NUSSL provides a dedicated cutomer service centre, training and advice on responsible alcohol
retailing, negotiations on fees related to the provision of public entertainments (PPL licensing),
access to market research and insights such as “Success in the Student Market 2014” .
WSU benefits from provision of central billing for purchasing which reduces the adminstration
support required by the SU. This is difficult to quantify but would probably equate to a full time
purchasing post with a staff cost of approximately £30,000 per annum.
In addition to the financial costs, the nature of any purchasing deal means that there are some
restrictions on product options. The NUSSL deal is no different but there is opportunity to
influence this to a some degree through the governance structures and member consultation
processes. The SU retains some fexibility in purchasing particularly for catering items
The costs and benefits of membership of the National Union of Students include:
Cost

£51,391.70

Membership benefits include:
Access to advice relating to charity law matters, employment law practice for SU’s, equality and
diversity best practice, webinars, resources and training events to support HR best practice.
In addition to advice and resources relating to organisational development and infrastructure,
officers have access to campaign materials, research data and reports and training and
development activity. Specific training courses and many delegate places at conferences are
provided at cost. Many events are subsidised.
The primary function of NUS in addition to supporting strong Students’ Unions is to provide a
national voice representing the interests of more than 7 million students.
For further infromation on NUS visit - http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/shape-our-work/who-weare/membership-of-nus
This information will be updated as soon as the final information for 2015-16 is received from
NUSSL.
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